The spin space project is a joint venture between the Universities of Essex
and Bristol to exploit spin phenomenon in semiconductor materials and
structures to develop and realise photonic devices for next generation
telecoms and quantum informatic applications.
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The Essex side of the project, headed by Ian Henning, is focussed on the
development, analysis and testing of spin-laser sources. Naci Balkan was one
of the original co-investigators on the Essex side and brought to the project
his deep understanding of III-V materials and experience developing novel
semiconductor devices.
The Bristol side, headed by Ruth Oulton, has been investigating the
implementation of single photon devices based on quantum dots in a
micropillar resonant cavity.
Fabrication of devices for both sides of the project has been lead by Ed
Clarke at the EPSRC National Centre for III-V Technologies at Sheffield.
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At Essex progress has been made on the development and analysis of spinpolarised V(E)CSELS. Experimentally, work by Sami Alharthi has
demonstrated the first 1300 nm spin-VECSEL (external cavity VCSEL) based
on layers of QD in a half-VCSEL structure. Stability analysis and simulations
by Susanto et al and Li et al based on the spin flip model (SFM) has lead to
an insight into the dynamical behaviour of spin-polarised devices.
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VCSELs have a number of features that make them attractive as spin-laser
sources, including
• Geometry allows both RCP and LCP polarization, whilst edge-emitting
lasers are usually LP
• Control of RCP/LCP output through unequal spin populations, obtainable
through optical or electrical injection
• Optical pumping obviates need for magnetic contacts required for spin
injection
• Threshold reduction compared to edge-emitters
• Ultrafast dynamics
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In low-dimensional structures, the heavy hole and light hole bands become
split due to the difference in the effective masses. This means that the Jz = +/1/2 states of in the LH band become energetically removed from the optical
transitions, allowing the possibility of spin orientation via optical pumping.
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An incoming left (right) circularly polarised pump carries an angular
momentum of -ħ (+ħ), which may be absorbed by a valence electron with Jz =
+3/2 (-3/2), exciting it into the high energy conduction band state with Jz = +1/2
(-1/2), i.e. spin-up (down), leaving a spin-down (up) hole in the VB. The
excited electron then rapidly relaxes non-radiatively to the lowest CB level.
Such relaxation is via phonon scattering, which does not normally flip spin,
hence the spin is preserved. Pumping exclusively with left (right) circularly
polarised photons therefore leads to a population of spin up (down) electrons
in the CB.
Note that, if the light hole band was not energetically removed, a left (right)
circularly polarised pump could combine with a Jz = 1/2 (-1/2) to excite a Jz = 1/2 (1/2) electron, which would cancel with the opposite spin electrons excited
from the HH bands, and (for equal strengths on the optical transitions) no
overall spin orientation would be possible.
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Spin relaxation processes, modelled by a phenomenological relaxation rate gs
tend to equalize the electron spin populations n+ and n-. These processes
occur through various mechanisms, such as D’yakonov Perel (spin diffusion
due to spin precession in the momentum dependent magnetic fields seen by
the electron), Elliot-Yafet (spin flip on momentum relaxation), Bir-Aronov-Pikus
(exchange interaction) and interaction with nuclear spins by the hyperfine
interaction. The time scale for spin relaxation is usually on the order of ~10 ps,
compared to around ~1 nm for the carrier recombination lifetime.
Spin relaxation between holes is extremely fast, on the order of the hole
momentum relaxation time, and may be considered instantaneous.
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In the spin flip model, it is convenient to define normalised carrier variables N
and m, representing the total carrier concentration and the spin polarisation.
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The strength of the optical fields is determined by various competing factors.
In the first place, the fields are determined by the number of carriers in each
spin channel, via the carrier recombination rate. The relative populations of
carriers are themselves subject to change via spin relaxation and selective
depletion via stimulated emission. The E+ and E- are also coupled via the
birefringence, which couples power between the fields (since each field will
tend to evolve into the other due to phase retardation), and dichroism, which
tends to equalize the fields (selective absorption along one of the optical axes
acts to linearly polarize the optical field, which is then an equal superposition
of right and left circularly polarized light).
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The ellipticity of the output and pump are given in terms of the polarised field
and pump components respectively. These will be used in the graphical
display of results.
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The in-phase and out-of-phase solutions are so called as the phase-shift of
the polarisation of the output solution relative to that of the pump is 0 and p
respectively.
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The half-cavity VCSEL is grown on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate by MBE.
It consists of 25 pairs of AlAs/GaAs layers forming the bottom DBR stack,
designed for R = 99.9% at 1290 nm. The active region is predominantly GaAs
containing 5 x 3 InAs/In(0.12)Ga(0.88)As dot-in-well (DWELL) capped layers,
with each group of 3 placed at the anti-nodes of the standing wave. The InAs
dot density measured by AFM was around 4x1010 cm-2.
The external cavity is provided by a high-reflection (HR)-coated fibre as the
top mirror, which can be moved back and forth, varying the cavity length.
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The photo shows the x-y-z positioner stage holding the HR coated fibre, which
is then brought up to the sample to form the cavity. Adjustment can be made
whilst monitoring the reflection of the fibre in the sample to gauge the cavity
length (top right insert).
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The graph of output power v pump power and the insert showing the OSA
data for the output demonstrates the lasing of the device.
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Figure (a) shows the output ellipticity v pump ellipticity, pumping at 60 mW
with an external cavity of around 5 – 6 micron. In this case, the output
ellipticity is out of phase with the pump, which is attributed to birefringence
and dichroism of device material.

At some regions of the sample, output ellipticity follows that of the pump when
fibre is moved nearer, shown in Figure (b). Here, both the cavity and spatial
profile of pump at surface has been changed. In these regions, it was
observed that there was greater sensitivity as the spot was moved away from
the heat sink, suggesting that there may be thermally induced changes in the
birefringence.
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The spin flip model consists of four coupled equations for the polarised field
components and the normalised carrier variables. In a stability analysis,
steady state solutions are found and small perturbations to these put back into
these equations. Linearizing these, one obtains an eigenvalue matrix
equation. The negative values of the real part of the eigenvalue indicate that
the steady state solutions are stable (perturbations decay exponentially),
whilst positive eigenvalues indicate unstable solutions. Any imaginary
component indicates oscillatory behaviour.
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Possible behaviours of the dynamical system are
• In phase behaviour
The output ellipticity follows the same trend as that of the pump
• Out of phase behaviour
The output ellipticity follows the opposite trend to that of the pump
• Polarisation switching
There is a switch from in-phase to out-of-phase behaviour as the pump
power is varied
• Polarisation oscillations

The output polarisation undergoes temporal oscillations
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In the work by Susanto et al, stability analysis shows that for LP pumping just
above threshold, the in-phase solution is stable whilst the out-of-phase
solution is unstable. Increasing the pump power destabilizes both.
Adding the pump ellipticity and the out-of-phase solution becomes stabilized,
whilst the in-phase solution becomes unstable.
Stability analysis of the SFM equations by Li et al shows that the choice of
solutions that appear in a time-dependent simulation is determined by the
condition that the corresponding steady-state solutions are stable against
small perturbations.
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Here we see the results of a stability analysis for the output ellipticity v pump
ellipticity at different pump powers. The solid lines are the stable solutions,
broken lines are unstable.
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Polarisation switching will occur when one solution becomes unstable. The
graph on the right shows an example of polarisation switching for
experimental devices pumped at different powers by K. Schires et al, Opt.
Express 20, 3550 (2012).
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Here we see simulation results by Li et al displaying polarisation oscillations at
different pump powers and ellipticities.
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Current and future work at Essex will feature
• Stability and bifurcation analysis of spin VCSELs
• Theory of sustained, large amplitude, tuneable birefringence-induced
oscillations
• Dynamics of laterally-coupled lasers
• Experimental studies of further quantum dot V(E)CSEL structures to be
grown at Sheffield
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At Bristol progress has been made into establishing the validity of a low-Q
charge QD micropillar system for deterministic light matter interactions, with
the view to developing single photon operation. The coupling efficiency has
been established via optical phase shift measurements. Methods for
improving the coupling of the bulk optics through direct fibre coupling are
being pursued. Investigations have also been initiated into the exploration of
using Tamm plasmons for detection and emission.
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Quantum dots (QDs) exhibit dipole-like transitions, making them a suitable
basis for quantum informatic applications. Moreover they may be incorporated
into resonant cavity or waveguide to enhance light-matter interaction.
QI applications require a high efficiency for light-matter interactions. A single
photon undergoes a large phase change in this limit.
In the investigated system, it is demonstrated that there is a macroscopic
phase change in a large Q structure.
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The system investigated is a QD placed in a cavity between DBR stacks. The
QD is resonant with the cavity mode (CM).
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An important figure of merit for the system as a possible single photon source
is the beta factor, defined as the ratio of the coupling to the well-defined
design mode of the cavity to the total coupling to all modes, including leaky
non-cavity modes. Here, G is the coherent coupling rate, related to the g
parameter representing the dipole coupling rate in the Jaynes-Cummings
model.

g and g* are respectively, the coupling rate to the non-cavity modes (vacuum
modes) and the dephasing time of the dipole oscillator.
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The conventional route toe increasing the coupling efficiency is to increase the
Q factor, so that the decay rate into the cavity mode is enhanced by the
Purcell effect.
The Purcell effect is the enhancement of the spontaneous emission of an
oscillator in a resonant cavity into the cavity mode due to the suppression of
available vacuum modes.
However, b factor can be low even if G is high if g is also high. Such an
increase may accompany the increased Q due to the higher reflectivity of the
Bragg stacks.
We pursue a high b factor in a low Q structure by reducing g
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The system investigated has a low Q-factor ~300. Despite this a high b-factor
is still obtainable, theoretically around 0.85 by reducing the passive losses
through the sides to almost zero. The QDs are doped with a single electron,
allowing the excitation of negative trion states.
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Photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the micropillar under consideration at T
= 12 K, showing the cavity mode. The QD transition is shown in the insert and
is spectrally detuned by ∼2.7 meV with respect to the CM resonance.
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An input photon may coherently scatter from the QD, undergoing a phase
shift. If b > 0.5 a maximum phase shift of p will be seen. Measuring the phase
shift of scattered photons gives a measure of the interaction strength
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Weak excitation limit.
If the resident electron is spin-up (down) then an incoming right (left) circularly
polarised photon can create an exciton with a spin-down (up) electron and
spin-up (down) hole. The photon may then coherently scatter with a positive
(negative) phase shift.
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The single frequency laser is tuned to the resonant energy of the QD. The offresonant laser (around 810 nm) is used to photoexcite surface electrons to fill
trap states and hence eliminate noise. As it is off-resonant it does not excite
the QD.

A magnetic field is applied along the growth direction (Faraday geometry) to
split the spin states of the charged exciton in order to differentiate two
circularly polarised transitions.
The scattered light is spit at the beam splitter, with one beam taken off into the
cross polarised detection arm to measure the magnitude of the scattering.
The other beam is reflected into the phase analysis unit, where the phase shift
can be determined.
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Photon counts using the resonant scattering technique detected in the crosspolarized arm. The energies of the charged excitons are split by the applied
magnetic field, so that two circularly polarised transitions may be
differentiated. The measured RS linewidth corresponds to the convolution of
the Fourier limited spectral response, pure dephasing, and any ‘spectral jitter’
present.
The magnetic field splits the two resonances by the difference in energy
between the trion states due to Zeeman splitting.
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The phase shift may be determined from the power in the H, V, A and D
components of the polarisation. (The detectors used are APDs).
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The phase shift of the scattered light is measured in the analysis unit as the
tunable laser is swept across the spectral range of the resonant scattering
transitions. As the laser frequency passes through the resonant frequencies,
the phase shift changes sign.

The measurement of the phase shift is detrimentally affected by the spectral
jitter. This can be around +/- micro-eV. Techniques to reduce based on time
heralded photon detection, could yield a much higher measurement of the
phase shift.
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One limit to achieving deterministic light-matter interactions lies in the
matching of the fibre modes to the cavity. Approaches to improving the mode
matching beyond that obtain using a microscope objective involve direct fibre
coupling, with some method of lensing on the fibre.
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One currently pursued approach to matching the NA of the fibre to that of the
cavity is by tapering the fibre by immersing it in hydrofluoric acid and
extracting it at a fixed rate.
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Current and future work at Bristol will feature
• Enhanced mode-matching through improved fibre-coupling techniques
• Reducing the spectral jitter limiting phase shift measurement

• Investigation into the effect of the nuclear quadrupole moment on the spin
in a QD
• Effects of strain
• Mapping / modelling the strain
• Theoretical investigation into spin processes in QDs
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